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Comparison for Different Generations  
of Liquid Crystal Switchable Films 

 

No.        Feature NCAP (1st generation ) 
PDLC (2nd generation) 

NPD-LCD 
(3rd generation) 

 
1 

 

Brightness Stability  
 

Projection brightness at 
different  viewing angles 

 (at opaque state) 

Variable Brightness 
 
Projection brightness varies at different viewing 
angles (about 50% brightness reduced at 45º 
view). 

VAI Brightness 
Viewing Angle Independent Brightness means no 
change in projection brightness at all viewing 
angles. Perfect result from non-linear and nano-
technologies. 

 
2 
 

Viewing Angle 
 
 

(at transparent state) 

Narrow 
Duo to a high level of haze even in vertical view, 
it is not meaningful to emphasize this feature for 
older generations of film. 

Very Wide 
Tests show that viewing angle is close glass. 
Good result from non-linear technology and liquid 
crystal (LC) polymer systems. 

 
3 

Haze 
 
 

(at transparent state) 

9 - 12 % Cloudy 
Very easy to see uncomfortable haze. 
Duo to technology and system limitations, it is 
hard to improve over 20 years. 

3 - 4 % Ultra Clear 
Haze is reduced to very low level, close to 3%, 
which is human vision sensitivity limitation. 
Perfect result from non-linear optics. 

 
4 

Driving Voltage 
 
 

(VAC) 

70 - 100 V 
High voltage is not only dangerous, but also 
reduce lifetime. Duo to theory and system 
limitations, it is hard to improve over 20 years. 

15 V, Safety Voltage 
It is Safety Voltage for any voltage under 36 V. 
Great result from NPD-LCD theory and non-linear 
technologies. 

 
5 

Viewable Side  
for Projection 

 
(at opaque state) 

One Side 
 
Used for only rear projection. 
It is limitations of system and technology. 

Both Sides 
Suitable for both front and rear projections. 
Perfect result from non-linear and nano-
technologies. 

 
6 

Thermal Stability 
 
 

(in normal living condition) 

Very Poor 
Opaque level can be greatly reduced by hand 
touching or sunlight temperature. Using cheap 
LC usually cause narrow temperature range. 

Very Stable 
Opaque level remains same by hand touching, 
sunlight temperature or any living heat up. 
Benefit from first class of materials. 

 
7 

Uniformity 
 
 

(at opaque state) 

Non-Uniformity 
Often have lines and stripes. 
It is hard to improve without new theory in 
lamination and advanced equipment. 

Very Uniformity 
Great result from new lamination theory, supper 
precision equipment and entirely digital controlled 
process. 

 
8 

Uniformity 
 
 

(at semi-transparent state) 

Very Non-Uniformity 
Always have uneven stripes and thickness marks 
like map. Lack of knowledge and theory in 
advanced equipment. 

Very Uniformity 
Great result from new thermal curing theory, 
highest precision in temperature control and 
entirely digital controlled process. 

 
9 

Adhesion 
 

 (between LC layer and ITO 
coating) 

Some Delamination 
Peeling test show weak, uneven and asymmetric 
adhesion. More delamination after 3 to 4 years. 
Duo to system limitation, it is hard to improve. 

Never Delamination 
Peeling tests show strong, even and symmetric 
adhesion. Great result from non-linear technology 
and surface energy treatment technology. 

 
10 

Operational 
Lifetime 

(on-off switching times) 

1 to 2 Million 
Test until samples failed.  
Duo to theory and system limitations, it is hard to 
improve over 20 years. 

More than 100 Million 
After 100 million test, samples are still in good 
operational condition. Perfect result from non-
linear and chemicals balance systems. 

 
11 

UV Stability 
 

(directly test on film without 
other protection) 

Very Poor 
Turn yellow after exposure under UV light in few 
hours and even under florescent light in few 
weeks. Limitations of materials and technology. 

Very Strong 
No color change after directly UV exposure for 
one month (100 times more stable). Benefit from 
silicon and fluoridated materials. 

   
12 

Moisture 
Resistance 

(for storage and operation) 

Very Poor 
Moisture protection is needed even for storage; 
otherwise always have edge effect of losing 
optical activity in few weeks. System limitation. 

Very Good 
Can be operated without any seal for many years 
and never have edge effect. Benefit from silicon 
and fluoridated materials. 

 
Note: 1. NCAP Technology (patented in 1980, patent expired) is mainly used by a Japanese manufacturer. PDLC Technology (patented in 1984, 
patent expired) is mainly used by manufacturers in Korea, Taiwan and China. NPD-LCD Technology (patented in 1994, patent in force) is 
invented and used by Scienstry, Inc. in US. 
2. Since NPD-LCD is an optimized system requiring new and advanced materials, equipments and production process from entire supply chain, 
mass production in a good yield has achieved through close cooperation. Therefore, great performances of 3G Film reflect and represent a 
progress of LCD industry.  


